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CHARGE FLUCTUATIONS IN FRACTIONALLY
CHARGED EXCITATIONS
ABSTRACT
The Dirac equation in the presence of the simplest
kink-antiking scalar potential
-x> 
is studied. The existence of the degenerate soliton and
antisoliton excitations at zero energy is shown. The charge
operator is defined and the charge of an antisoliton is shown
to be +-,. In order to find out whether this charge is a
sharp quantum observable, the mean square charge fluctuation
about this value is calculated in the presence and in the
absence of an antisoliton. Although both values are found to
be logarithmically divergent, their difference quickly
approaches zero as the two antisolitons get further apart.
The implications of this result are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
For a number of years theoretical physicists have exhi-
bited interest in fractionally charged excitations. It may
be that further progress in elementary particle physics de-
pends on the proper explanation of the origin and properties
of quarks, the components of hadrons presumably carrying frac-
tional charge. Recently it has been shown how a theory con-
taining particles of charge e can lead to excitations of charge
q equal to a fraction of e.
Jackiw and Rebbil developed a relativistic field theoretical
model in one dimension, in which a spinless Dirac field is
coupled to a scalar field solving the classical Bose equation.
They found that in the limit of widely separated kinks in the
scalar field there exists a doubly degenerate bound state at
zero energy. This state gives rise to doubly degenerate exci-
tations of fermion number +1. The particle of fermion number
1 1
+ is called a soliton, the particle of fermion number -2 is
called an antisoliton.
Independently J.R. Schrieffer2 studied a model for one-
dimensional conductors. He showed the existence of stable
fractionally charged objects which are, in fact, kinks in the
order parameter i describing the lattice distortion.
Questions have been raised,4 however, as to whether the
fractionally charged excitations can be called particles; more
precisely, whether they are the eigenstates of the quantum
charge operator. It may happen that the expectation of the
charge of such an object is indeed fractional while every single
measurement leads to an integer result. In this case the
fractional charge is fictitious, and the object carrying it is
not a particle but a quantum average of several particles.
A way to resolve the issue is to calculate the fluctuation
of the soliton charge. If the fluctuation is, indeed, zero,
then the soliton can be rightly called a particle. Such a cal-
culation was carried out by Kivelson and Schrieffer3 after the
work on this thesis was actually started. They calculated the
charge fluctuation of a soliton discovered by Schrieffer in
dimerized and trimerized chains (non-relativistic models of
one-dimensional conductors). They showed that, in the limit
of widely separated solitons, the difference between the charge
fluctuation of the system in the presence of a soliton and its
absence approaches zero exponentially. Thus, when the solitons
are far enough apart that their wave functions do not overlap,
they do not contribute to the charge fluctuations. The con-
clusion reached by the authors was that each soliton, if looked
at separately, is a particle. The whole system (all solitons
existing in space) must possess an integer charge.
There was a purpose, however, in continuation of work on
this thesis. Right from the start we considered a relativistic
field theoretical model outlined by Jackiw and Rebbi, rather
than a non-relativistic one used by Schrieffer. It could
happen that the relativistic effects would change the value of
the difference in the charge fluctuations and make it non-zero.
Even if the difference of the charge fluctuations was found to
be zero, it would make sense to look more carefully into the
issue of interpretation of this result. Namely, can we, from
the difference of the charge fluctuations in the presence and
in the absence of an excitation being zero, deduce the fact
that this excitation is a particle.
BOUND STATES IN THE DIRAC EQUATION AND SOLITONS
Let us proceed now to the description of the model used
in our calculation. In their original paper Jackiw and Rebbi
suggested that if a scalar potential of the form
for large L, is introduced into the one-dimensional Dirac
equation, there exist soliton and antisoliton excitations. It
turns out, however, that it is enough to consider the simplest
scalar Bose field having two degenerate mean field ground
states; namely, the kink-antikink pair of the form
where a is large. Let us consider the one-dimensional Dirac
equation with this scalar potential.
at -'
where
Two 2x2 matrices satisfying the above conditions may be
chosen from the three Pauli matrices. We would like to use the
representation, in which parity and charge are conserved.
Thus, we choose
1O O
After separating time out of the time-dependent Dirac
equation we obtain
where
is the two-component spinor satisfying
The Dirac space is two-dimensional because there are two
possible signs of the energy. The spin degrees of freedom,
normally present in three-dimensional space, are absent in
one dimension.
Substituting the expressions for ax, 6, and px into the
Dirac equation we get
12(1)
It follows that /
and
i,2_ , 0 /
since p'=0 everywhere except when X=-a, we find that
2 2(E -m ) 9 1  1 •
Since 2 is continuous, we find that at X=-a, -
must be continuous. These conditions completely determine 9.
Clearly, the bound states may be found for IEI<m, while two
continua of states exist for E>m and E<-m.
Since the potential is even and we are working in the
representation where parity is conserved, the wave functions
may always be chosen to have a definite parity. Obviously,
the parities of the two components are opposite. By the parity
of a spinor 9 =  we mean the parity of i1.
2
For an even bound state *1 must have the form
A e
where k = m2 -E2 and A is the constant that makes l continuous
at X=a:
-A kccosh k = Ae
From the continuity of , we have
-ACI 0
When a is large, E is close to zero, since for a single
jump in the scalar potential there exists only one bound state
at zero energy. By expanding the transcendental equation we
find that when ma>>l, there exists a unique even bound state
-2ma
of energy E=me . Analogously, looking for an odd state we
find that
Expanding for ma>>l we obtain the energy of the odd bound
-2ma
state. It equals -me
We note that if satisfies (1) for energy E,
then does for energy (-E). Thus, since the
parities of ~1 and $2 are always opposite, from the existence
of an even state at energy E we can always deduce the existence
of an odd state at energy -E. A special case of this general
rule was demonstrated above.
As ma*m our system possesses two degenerate bound states
at zero energy. The even state is Ye =7v ; the odd state
is Z f.7 where
/ . I /
Consider an excitation in which, in addition to all the
negative energy states, the even bound state at energy 0+ is
filled. In the vicinity of X=a the change in fermion number
1
is +. The same is true near X=-a. It is suggested that
each of the two very distant and well localized kinks in the
probability density for the even state can be considered to be
a particle, called a soliton. Analogously, if all the negative
energy states are filled except the odd bound state at energy
10-, we obtain two distant particles of fermion number -,
called anti-solitons. Since the probability density of these
particles falls off as e- 2m X , their characteristic width is
I. The question remains: is the soliton excitation a particle
m
or not? A way to find the answer is to calculate the mean
square fluctuation of the antisoliton charge about its average
1
fractional value -~. The calculations for the soliton are2completely identica .
completely identical.
THE CHARGE OPERATOR AND CALCULATION OF THE
ANTI-SOLITON CHARGE
We define our charge operator as the integral of the
charge density operator
We can calculate the antisoliton charge as follows: first we
introduce periodic boundary conditions on the free particle
wave functions
&L +0 = (2)
where C is the phase shift and k- the wave number.
We normalize the spinors so that
The spectrum of the free particle states is discrete.
, o
where we sum over all the negative energy levels. The factor
of 2 comes from the two possible parities. Since An=l, we
can write
4 .. 4/M
,: z,,',(¢t,£ <):a , kz--
As L-* we pass to the continuum limit:
Differentiating (2), we obtain
4 4
ne~aive
We introduced kF, the Fermi cut-off momentum, to show
explicitly that the system contains doubly infinite vacuum
Lk
charge --. We renormalize the charge by subtracting this
infinity. The antisoliton charge
remains. By Levinson's theorem
7S4-)- 0o):
where n is the number of negative energy bound states. The
1factor comes from the fact that we are looking at the phase
shifts on half-space, which, due to the symmetry of the scalar
1
potential, are 1 of the total phase shifts. Since n=l, we
have proved that the charge of an antisoliton is 2e.
An important conclusion from this simple calculation is
that, when we pass to the continuum limit, the density of
dk
states is not k. In fact, if we keep states normalized to
L (which, as L-*, corresponds to the 6-function normalization).
" dk' (I+dof.
2-TL d ) 0
The correct density of states is, therefore,
_ L a k
0 = A
CALCULATION OF THE CHARGE FLUCTUATIONS IN THE
ABSENCE AND IN THE PRESENCE OF AN
ANTISOLITON
Let us divide the space into 2 parts: X> 0 and X<0. Each
part contains an antisoliton. We will be looking only at half-
space X>0. By the inner product of wave functions we mean
their inner product on this half-space.
0
The usual definition of the mean-square fluctuation of
the charge of the system in state Is> is
A 2 <S 1 >)
It can be shown that
22
where JG> is the ground state of the system and {jl>} is a
complete set of the excited states.
Let us first calculate [ 6 12, the charge fluctuation
of the half-vacuum X>O. Clearly, the charge fluctuation of
the whole vacuum is zero, since each of the negative energy
states is filled by a fermion having a well defined charge.
The following calculation shows that the charge fluctuation
of half-vacuum is infinite.
(rJ Z i /<kp l 8 l kIh) l
k k
where /1> is a set of all the negative energy
states, and p > is a set of all the positive energy
states. To find these states we have to solve the Dirac
equation for =m. The solutions are straightforward. For
each energy w>m there exists an even solution
and an odd solution
(a) s/Co kx
- i co.
where N,N' are normalization constants and k =w / m The
corresponding odd and even solutions of energy -w are obtained
by interchanging the components of the positive energy
solutions
Le).
we normalize the spinors so that
+ 
L
It follows that, in the limit of large L,
/V /V =
D 03 12.
00 A d k'
os, 1Co27S 2w zr'. /
I-O Ktso
I A
(u o) ie)
(o) (0, 1o ua)I
1 + q ,
(3)
(e) = 1c) /(~)( ~0K'
+ O( +
re , )f , e ,
00
(4)
If integral ( ) were non-zero, then we would have a non-
zero term in the expression for the charge fluctuation in the
entire vacuum. Since this is impossible
</(e) 99 (e)
By the same token
(0),>
S4CPO
f Yk." ~
> N
( (i
These results can be easily proved by direct calculation.
A direct calculation is necessary to find
and < I ( I)>
S _(fk
\ rk (V CYI -j 1+
'x - k x.Cos k ldC-j 4 P
Evaluation of this integral requires evaluation of
integrals of the form
0 X
k xeb Aex
kdx 1 m f e-X
After simplification, we find that
(0)>
(! / 4J4./ (C J0 ) a
where
C. *- /+ =
An analogous calculation yields
60)1 / re)A
CV~d (e '4 4
~n kxr d* +'i -d~' "
( t I ( l
Substituting into (3), we obtain
a (d)(w'+2)t (CIJ-a)(l 'm
[o6 ]2 is a function of m2 only, which is consistent with
the fact that we could have set 4=-m instead of 4=m. We note
that in [o6 ] 2 there is a term that for large k and k' goes
as d. It leads to logarithmic divergence
of the half-vacuum charge fluctuation.
We proceed now to the calculation of [ d,]2, the charge
fluctuation in the region X>O in the presence of an antisoliton.
[6 ]2 is the part of the fluctuation coming from the positive
energy continuum. [ &]2 is the part coming from the two
bound states.
<qjO( oio)>24 <RIc , .2y.h) i (a) .>]
Since the charge fluctuation of the entire space is zero,
the first two terms in square brackets are zero (the reasoning
is analogous to that used in the calculation of [S 8 ]2) To
calculate the other two terms, we need to solve the Dirac
equation in the soliton potential, looking for the states in
the continuum. The solutions are straightforward. For each
energy w>m there exists an even solution
N A, 0 e- X.e- 01
/V
A is the constant that insures the continuity of the wave
function at x=a: A = os
cos a
N is the normalization constant. Since a0, N must beL
the same as for the vacuum wave functions.
6 cr k x
wI
where 6
The corresponding odd and even solutions of energy -w
are obtained by interchanging the components of the positive
energy solutions. The equations defining the phase shifts
follow from the continuity of the wave functions
for an eVe vn 4o , and
CO U4 X_ - (6)
Co e.a E,- C. C
for an odd function.
We calculate the scalar products by direct integration:
/ ? > a
(e) I (_ A,_ -__A1
heire o( c
CAJ - 0
Substituting into the expression for [ c 1 2, we find
that it contains a logarithmically divergent term, which for
large k and k' goes as __( _ ,
It is possible to show that all the other terms in [e&, ]2
are zero. Let us look at in the limit of large k. By dif-dk
ferentiating (5) we obtain
d (_ _
da 1 2 1
As k#-c, aI, d-k~ and (a -1)~'. Expanding, we find that
k
d 1 when k is large. It follows that
(0
(2 r
,/f~;r7W k 0 '
f2ijWA4>7
are convergent. Since L-m, we have proved that all the terms
in [ek ]2 except
f .(2d1
('>) c > ., )
5
and
~~d-JOA1 2-ko
(a)
(0)
I ) -dd
which was shown to be logarithmically divergent, are zero.
f A I, I2)e)2
rI 7 A L < c
te is orthogonal to ke) on half-space since it must be
orthogonal to ke) on the whole space. By the same token
< o I cf/(>=0. The two terms that could contribute are
d (~ > an  I (e ) >  We already showed,
however, that in the limit of large antisoliton separation,
o is indistinguishable from te on the half-space X>O. Thus,
as mam, from ('> =0 it follows that (Se I01 ) O
from ( =0 it follows that <~0I( CO
Therefore,
It is interesting to determine how [f ]2 approaches
this limit. To do that, let us consider o and e for
-ma
the range of values of ma where we consider e-ma to be a small
number. Then E=-me -2maz0.
A coS A Mx
/V eN ~ :2:
NLr [:2::;
O~ x'c&.
X> C,
A is the constant that insures the continuity of the
wave function
A cosh ma = 1 = >Azema
The normalized wave functions are
e~ 7 - -j c" °
I." ( 0X .) 1
Ye-
Y. Ia r-C
o 'X 'Q2
0( -CA
+~P +eLKt
0o 0
Scos kx ofx +
cos k o
A
0."Ijvze
0o
CV
cos (k a v+i _
CoS Ka
+
CAJ- K1
(eW)
0
As a w for a constant m, we evaluate the following
integrals
coskx X I+ k
m 7-+ 07 e 11 k =CX kS M24 k~
Thus,
- z aC[ f Ie)dx]
for very large
k(
k. Since dkf (k) is convergent, we have proved
that
S k27T (YO
f e
0
where
f(k)
I Tjk k)>
for large ma.
Analogously, we can prove that
The terms in [4 ]2 containing will, clearly,
contribute nothing, since L-m. Thus we have proved that
[6 ]2 ~e- 2 ma as ma+m.
ANTISOLITON'S CONTRIBUTION TO THE
CHARGE FLUCTUATIONS
We have demonstrated that the mean-square fluctuation
of the charge in the half-space containing an antisoliton is
the sum of two terms. The first term is a logarithmically
divergent double integral; the second term vanishes exponentially
in the limit of large separation of the antisolitons. To
eliminate the logarithmic divergence we will subtract from the
charge fluctuation of the half-space in the presence of an
antisoliton, the charge fluctuation that would be present even
if no antisoliton was there. This charge fluctuation of half-
vacuum has already been calculated.
Ser4id 1 dkdk
-/ ) (c'-/ ) -. ,
where
The above integrals contain terms that, in the limit
of large antisoliton separation, oscillate very rapidly.
Such a term can be expressed as a sum of its average over a
period of oscillation and of a rapidly oscillating function
averaging to zero.
Averaging simultaneously over a period in k and a period
in k', we have
( sa,(c oL)k/#+1 oa k / ,)O
The first term in [k)(o2 can be written as
As ma m I1 quickly approaches zero. An equivalent analysis
demonstrates that the second term approaches zero in the same
fashion. Unfortunately, we were unable to find an approxi-
mation of the above integrals that would help us determine
their asymptotic behavior. It is clear, however, that they
approach zero very quickly; presumably, faster than any power
of ma.
We found that [A66 ]2 is the sum of two terms:
for large ma and
[ 2
also vanishing quickly as ma-m .
As the antisoliton being considered gets further away
from the other antisoliton, its contribution to the charge
fluctuations in the half-space it occupies vanishes quickly.
The parameter 2ma governing the behavior of the charge fluc-
tuations is no other than the ratio of the antisoliton sepa-
ration 2a to the antisoliton width 1m
DISCUSSION
The calculation presented above has some problems. For
example, let us calculate the charge fluctuation in the entire
vacuum. Consider a box of length L and put the origin in the
middle of the box. Then let L-+ keeping the origin in the
middle of the box. We do not need to impose boundary condi-
tions at the walls. In fact, we use the wavefunctions of the
continuous spectrum but account only for their parts that are
inside the box. In other words, the wave functions are
sampled by the sampling function f(x) that is equal to 1 inside
the box and to 0 outside.
I L
) 2
As the box gets infinitely large, we are actually calcu-
lating the charge fluctuation of the entire vacuum. We can
use (3) with
(> DOf +
to calculate
rQ V4 C
Another way to calculate [FQ] 2 is to consider a box
of length L with the origin at one of the walls. As we move
the walls further apart, we keep the origin at one of the
walls. Thus,
x>L , X<0
In the limit L - we again enclose the entire vacuum,
but, in using formula ( ) we need to set
00 +
As a result, for the charge fluctuation in the entire
vacuum we get the same mathematical expression as for [Q o] 2
the charge fluctuation in half-vacuum. It follows that
[! vac]2 is logarithmically divergent. We already stated,
however, that physically the vacuum consists of an infinite
number of fermions filling all the negative energy levels.
Since the charge of each fermion is well defined, [Qvac ]2
vac
must be zero. In other words, in this case 0.=0 (an wa
number of zero fluctuations is still zero on physical grounds).
We note, however, that, whenever an uncertainty of this nature
arises, the limiting process must be carried out very care-
fully. We proved that the limiting process outlined above
leads to a wrong answer.
Another place where an ambiguity arises is in how to
carry out the limiting process. In this thesis we let the
integrals extend to w and then substituted them intof dkdk'.
It seemed to be a reasonable thing to assume that
I, (
tuations on the half-vacuum soning demonstrates that this assumpt
because va] must be 0. Let us calculate the contribu-
tion of this term to the limiting form of the charge fluc-
tuations on the half-vacuum in two ways.
/COS (e),k 4,) X] .
First, let us
s* 5 0 (k4&' Y{K 4CK/ dXJ
as we did throughout the thesis. Since
dX -reim
oo
=0
C4 ; x x =--- e4h o
c x e -o0 0
foe k4k /
When k=k',
(e)+ (e)
everywhere,
C P O + l e )
S " ?IV
The contribution of this term to the charge fluctuation
is therefore zero, as we expected on physical grounds.
=0
=0
On the other hand,
f dk 'AfJ(2g1f//x2
fI /si
-f z
L
te +,.e)
~t-4~f.7
&,4 f) at'dal
2L *CI
use
c,&& x
o0 (-r (e)P d
f i k 6$
s ~LuS~ -k~T~3;i~
L d-k /
or bf O,
We note that sin(k-k')L, sin(k+k')L and their squares
are rapidly oscillating functions of k and k'. While
sin(k-k')L and sin(k+k')L average to 0, their squares average
to i. In the limit we replace the quickly oscillating
functions by their averages. As a result we obtain
/:/ 2/ 2
which is a logarithmically divergent integral.
We note that the use of the sampling function, which was
defined above, for passage to the limits we are interested in,
is not justified. The arguments about the walls of the box
being moved infinitely far apart, although standard, cannot
be used here since they lead to unphysical and thus clearly
incorrect limiting values. A suggestion for further work is
to try a sampling function which does not jump abruptly to 0,
but rather falls off as a certain dimensional scale. Then we
might get rid of the mathematical problems and study how the
charge fluctuations approach the limit of large L.
Another possibility is to enclose the system by a box
which does impose boundary conditions. Then we are forced
to work with discrete spectrum, but this might be the only
way out of the mathematical problems. If the length of the
box is L1 and the sampling function falls off on the dimen-
sional scale L2, we might look at the fluctuations as
functions of L1 and L2 . Taking the limit as L1 -m, L2 -m in
various ways, we might find a mathematically rigorous method
of finding the charge fluctuations.
The method used in this thesis is a way of evaluating
the lim.
L+ *
Since we used this method for both calculating the
fluctuation in the presence of an antisoliton and in its
absence, and then subtracted the two we can argue that,
even if there is an extra term (which could appear as a result
of hidden mathematical singularities), it is subtracted out.
Therefore, our proof that the difference of the charge fluc-
tuations vanishes as solitons get far apart is valid.
The next question is does the fact that the difference
in charge fluctuations is zero prove that the solition is a
particle. It might be that a "regular" known particle (say,
an electron) changes the value of the charge fluctuation when
it is present in the vacuum. Checking this might be useful
further work.
Suppose, however, that for a "regular" particle the
difference in charge fluctuations is zero. Soliton cannot be
called a regular particle in any case. All the particles we
have encountered in physics can be considered alone in free
space. A soliton's existence, on the other hand, requires
the existence of another soliton. In other words, never can
we find a system that contains just one soliton. A purely
philosophical question arises: can we consider an object to
be a particle if it is always encountered as a composite part
of a larger system. A way around this obstacle is, perhaps,
to move solitons as far apart as possible in order to insure
their non-interaction, and then to put an imaginary wall
between them. If we look on one side of the wall, we see
just one soliton in the absence of any external field. In a
sense, we are building the same mental model when we talk
about a free electron, because, as we all know, an electron
is not all alone in the universe. Our calculation was done
with this model in mind. Its result turned out to be consistent
with earlier papers published on this matter. Although a good
bit of work has to be done to resolve the ambiguities mentioned
above, hopefully this thesis is a useful step in the process
of establishing the correct nature of the soliton excitation.
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